Undergraduate Destination Report  Class of 2020

Top Employers

Technology
- amazon
- Google
- Viasat
- wayfair
- PEGA
- MathWorks

Financial Services
- Liberty Mutual
- MassMutual
- Fidelity

Healthcare
- OPTUM
- Cerner
- Epic

Cybersecurity
- Raytheon
- Carbon Black
- RAPIDD

109 Different Employers
Over half of these employers attended a career fair last year

57% retention in MA
Next most popular states were NY, NH, WA, CA

Advanced Degrees

20% of students continuing education at UMass Amherst and
- Boston University
- Carnegie Mellon University
- Cornell University
- Brown University
- New York University
- University of Michigan
- University of Maryland
- University of Tennessee

83% BS/BA graduates are employed or continuing their education

Learn more: cics.umass.edu/destination-report

.instagram.com/umasscics  twitter.com/CICScareers
Masters Destination Report  Class of 2020

176 MS students in the Class of 2020
Knowledge Rate: 94% (November 2020)

Top Employers

Over half of the employers attended a career fair last year

Large
amazon  Google  Microsoft
IBM
MassMutual

Medium
MathWorks  BOSE  MITRE
Akamai  yelp  BROAD INSTITUTE

Small
PathAI  Hindsait  Affectiva

Top Employers:

Over half of the employers attended a career fair last year.

Top Employers:

1. Amazon
2. Google
3. Microsoft
4. IBM
5. MassMutual

Retention in MA:
Next most popular states were Washington (24%), California (23%)

Advanced Degrees
26% of students continuing education at UMass Amherst and
- University of Pennsylvania
- Harvard University
- University of Texas, Dallas
- Duke University
- Oregon State University
- University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

90% MS graduates are employed or continuing their education

Median Starting Salary:
$112k

Learn more: cics.umass.edu/destination-report